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More than one hundred poems that offer both a retrospective and current look at the work of Paul Zimmer.

"I'm happy reading poems by Paul Zimmer, new poems or older poems, it makes no difference since the new poems become old friends immediately."—James Tate

"I turn again and again to Paul Zimmer's poetry to remind myself what the essence of all literary art is: the moment."—Robert Olen Butler

"I don't know anything in recent poetry that can match its shrewd humor and tonic high spirits."—Raymond Carver

"Zimmer's poems are lucid and bright."—Maxine Kumin

"The poet's playfulness with his own persona is unflagging and stylish."—Susan Sontag

$14.95 paper, $29.95 cloth

At bookstores or call 1-800-266-5842

The University of Georgia Press
Athens, Georgia 30602
**Voices from Nature**  
*The James Hearst Celebration of Writing*  

**Saturday, September 28, 1996**

> We shall come forward singing,  
> Our hands curved to the plow handles,  
> Our eyes raised to the light.  
>  
> *— James Hearst "The Grail"*

**Keynote Speakers:** Marvin Bell, "Human Nature and the Nature of Poetry"  
Mary Swander, "Rural Poetry and the Big Wide World"

**Readings:** Michael Carey, Rick Christman, Gary Eller, and Diane Glancy

**Workshops:** Vince Gotera and Debra Marquart

**Panel Discussions:** Farm Poetry, Translation, and Publishing

**For More Information:** Hearst Center for the Arts, Voices from Nature,  
304 West Seerley Boulevard, Cedar Falls, IA 50613  
(319) 273-8641

*James & Meryl Hearst Center For The Arts*  
*Cedar Falls, Iowa*
Hard Choices
An "Iowa Review" Reader
EDITED BY DAVID HAMILTON

For twenty-five years, the Iowa Review has published many of America's finest writers, often helping them become established in their careers. From Tillie Olsen and William Stafford in the first volume to James Galvin and Pattiann Rogers in the twenty-fourth, the names and voices are recognizable and respected or soon will be. As editor David Hamilton notes in his introduction to this eclectic anniversary volume of nearly eighty poems and stories, "To a considerable extent we have defined ourselves by them; thus Hard Choices, a generous sampling of the best and most interesting writing from the Iowa Review's first years, defines the past and the future of American literature."

490 pages $15.95 paper

Available at your local bookstore or directly from

University of Iowa Press Iowa City, Iowa 52242
Visa and MasterCard customers may call (800) 235-2665
New
from the
University of
Iowa Press

Swamp Candles
BY RALPH BURNS
1995 Iowa Poetry Prize
“These poems combine emo-
tional and intellectual depth
with great melodic beauty.
They shine with ferocious
clarity.” —Pam Durban
78 pages $10.95 paper

Furious Cooking
BY MAUREEN SEATON
1995 Iowa Poetry Prize
“. . . extravagant, rich in
texture and tenor and sub-
stance, a joyous spill, a rapid,
unstoppable boiling over.”
—Deborah Digges
90 pages $10.95 paper

The Great Machines
Poems and Songs of the
American Railroad
EDITED BY ROBERT HEDIN
“. . . this wonderful anthology
shakes the very ground of
American culture, demonstrat-
ing the fierce and enduring
grasp of the railroad on poets
and songwriters.”
—John R. Stilgoe
270 pages $17.50 paper

The Writing Path 2
Poetry and Prose from
Writers’ Conferences
EDITED BY MICHAEL PETTIT
Annual writers’ conferences
and festivals have become an
American tradition. The Writing
Path 2 brings together another
group of seasoned and fresh
writers for readers to savor.
299 pages $32.95 cloth,
$14.95 paper
MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEW

PRESENTS A SPECIAL ISSUE
FALL 1996 / WINTER 1997

THE POET'S VOICE

EDITED BY LAURENCE GOLDSTEIN

ESSAYS: Louise Glück, "The Fear of Happiness" (Hopwood Lecture, 1996). Charles Baxter • Charles Bernstein • Sandra M. Gilbert • John Hollander • Maxine Kumin • Ursula K. Le Guin • Carol Muske • Lucia Perillo • Charles Simic • Timothy Steele • Anne Stevenson • Eleanor Wilner (with Nell Altizer and Jean Toyama)

FICTION: Marilyn Chin • Jim Daniels • Tess Gallagher • Donald Hall • Joyce Carol Oates • Gary Soto • James Tate

POETRY: Diane Ackerman • Dannie Abse • S. Ben-Tov • Nicholas Christopher • Peter Davison • George Garrett • Lorna Goodison • Eamon Grennan • Brigit Pegeen Kelly • Carolyn Kizer • Yusef Komunyakaa • Mekeel McBride • Thylias Moss • Sharon Olds • Mary Oliver • Grace Schulman • Cathy Song • Diane Wakoski • C.K. Williams • Alan Williamson • Ray A. Young Bear • Yevgeny Yevtushenko

REVIEWS: Bruce Bond • Lynn Emanuel • Laurence Goldstein • Mark Halliday • Brian Henry

Plus, interviews with Mary Crow and Stanley Kunitz, a portfolio of photographs . . . and much more.

For the two volumes of this special issue send a check for $14 (includes postage and handling) to: Michigan Quarterly Review, 3032 Rackham Building, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1070
Please send me

_________ copy/copies of Vol. XXV, No. 2 at $5.00 each.

Please enter my subscription for _______ year(s) beginning with issue _________.

Rates: $8/year; $15/2 years. Seneca Review is published twice yearly, spring and fall.

Make check payable to Seneca Review, and mail orders to Deborah Tall, Editor, Seneca Review, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.

Name ___________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________
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10 more reasons to join the PSA:

The Writer/Emily Dickinson Award
$100 for a poem inspired by Dickinson though not necessarily in her style. Past winners include Sandra McPherson, Alice Fulton & David Ray.

Cecil Hemley Memorial Award
$300 for a lyric poem on a philosophical theme. Past winners include Brigit Pegeen Kelly & Edward Kleinschmidt.

Alice Fay Di Castagnola Award
$1,000 for a manuscript-in-progress of poetry, prose or verse-drama. Past winners include Mary Oliver, Thomas Lux & Carolyn Forché.

George Bogin Memorial Award
$500 for a selection of four or five poems that reflect the encounter of the ordinary and the extraordinary, uses language in an original way and takes a stand against oppression in any of its forms. Past winners include Erica Funkhouser & Ira Sadoff.

Norma Farber First Book Award
$500 for a first book of original poetry written by an American and published in either cloth or paperback in a standard edition during the calendar year. Past winners include Brenda Hillman, Timothy Liu, & Sophie Cabot Black.

Lyric Poetry Award
$500 for a lyric poem on any subject and in any style.

Lucille Medwick Memorial Award
$500 for an original poem in any form or freedom on a humanitarian theme. Past winners include Toi Derricotte & Peter Meinke.

Louise Louis/Emily F. Bourne Student Poetry Award
$100 for the best unpublished poem by a high or preparatory school student (grades 9 to 12) from the United States.

Robert H. Winner Memorial Award
$2,500 for a brief but cohesive manuscript of original work being done in midlife by someone who has not had substantial recognition. Past winners include James Richardson & Isabel Nathaniel.

William Carlos Williams Award
Purchase prize between $500 and $1,000 for a book of poetry published by a small or university press. Past winners include Robert Hass, Joy Harjo & James Tate.

For complete guidelines, membership & program information call the Poetry Society of America toll free: 1(888) USA-POEM

Poetry at the Crossroads of American Life
http://www.poetrysociety.com
15 Gramercy Park, New York, NY 10003